The CS sheets generally contain soil quantities information.

Contents of the CS Sheets
The CS sheets will typically contain some or all of the following tabulations:

- 103-1 Embankment with Moisture and Density Control
- 103-3 Proposed Subgrade Treatment
- 103-5 Settlement Plates
- 103-6 Embankment with Moisture Control
- 103-7 Shrinkage Data
- 104-5C List of Subdrain Work
- 104-9 Longitudinal Subdrain Shoulder and Backslope
- 107-25 Rock Splitting
- 107-31 Plowing and Shaping

Sample C Sheets
Click the following link to view a sample CS sheet:
Soils Sheet Sample

Plan Quality Checklist
Tabs
Tabs (see Section 20J-61) for similar work items should be grouped.

Index of Tabulations on C Sheets
Spot check that page numbers are accurate and that all tabs in the CS Sheets are included on the Index of Tabulations list in the C Sheets.

Tabulations
- Are all appropriate tabulations included?
- Are all of the tabulations the current version?
- Do the totals on the tabulations match the bid totals on C.1?
- Do the quantities seem reasonable?
- Have sufficient blank lines been included for additional items for the as-built plan?
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